Variety is a key feature of the concept—the balance between collective and individual needs, collaborative and solitary work, the dictates of the morning and those of the afternoon. Canopy seamlessly combines utility with unexpected materials—exposed plywood edges, colorful work tools, wood truss accents, natural wool felt and a unique bungee display system—to create spaces that not only function, but inspire.

Canopy’s flexibility, high functionality and malleability was designed to address today’s demanding workplace needs. It is a response to how we work today. With its simple assortment of accessories, it gives users a high degree of customization. Canopy is an incredibly adaptable system that can be configured to meet the ever-changing needs of a wide range of end users.”

—Primo Orpilla
ACTIVATED SPACE

Workspace is typically planned in standard size modules. Canopy fits a range of options within those parameters—heads-down, conference, small-team huddle—and makes them part of a single, customizable system.

Also shown: Task Seating: Jaya / Ottoman: Joelle / Side Seating: Flip / Lounge Seating: Pairings
THOUGHT STARTERS

ALL-IN-ONE
Unite workstations and media walls to create a compact destination for solo work, team huddles, and active collaboration.

SIX-PACK
Create an inward-facing hive, where tables move up and down and people have plenty of privacy while working toward a common goal.

THE LONG RUN
Mixing booths and media walls ties teams together and liberates members to work where they want, when they want.

CLASSIC BENCH
Ideal for active project teams, Canopy thrives in the open setting. It’s made to accommodate a wide range of people, postures, and work styles.

FOUR-PACK
Symmetrical and space-efficient, this configuration combines work areas and monitors, giving people a balance of autonomy and team connection.

BACK IN FIVE
While encouraging movement, this configuration gives each person a home base, plus a freestanding option for collaborative retreats.
Reference the price list for the complete offering.

**HEIGH ADJUST BENCH**

- Bench
- Bench with Power & Data Tray
- Wood Truss
- Ganging Connector

- Without Power & Data Tray
- Shown with InterLink IQ Single-Circuit Power System
- Also available with Axil Z Power Center

**WIRE MANAGEMENT**

- Perforated Cable Tray
- Available in standard paint colors

- Metal Cable Basket

- Plastic Cable Carrier

**SCRENS**

- Fixed Height Center Screen
- Shown at 22.125" Height
- Also available at 36.25" Height

- Workurface Privacy Screen
- 15” High

- Workurface Privacy Screen with Bungee Cords
- 15” High

- Workurface Privacy Screen with Accessory Rail
- 15” High

**END MEDIA WALL WITH HEIGHT ADJUST WORKSURFACE**

- Freestanding Round
- Media Wall has a plywood core and is available in HPL, Felt and Writable Laminate.
- TV not included

- Freestanding Ellipse
- Media Wall has a plywood core and is available in HPL, Felt and Writable Laminate.
- TV not included

- Half Ellipse
- Media Wall has a plywood core and is available in HPL, Felt and Writable Laminate.
- TV not included

**BENCH CROSSRAIL COVER**

- Bench Crossrail Cover

**HEIGHT ADJUST CONTROL**

- Standard

- Programmable Memory Control Switch

**FIXED END COMPONENTS**

- Rectangle

- Half Round

- Fixed End Media Wall for Bench

- Fixed End Seat for Bench

**MEDIA BOOTH FOR BENCH**

- Meeting Booth for Bench
- Shown with bench has a plywood core and is available in HPL, Felt and Writable Laminate.
- TV not included
STATEMENT OF LINE
Reference the price list for the complete offering.

ACCESSORIES FOR WORKSURFACE FRAME
- Utility Cup
- Clock
- Picture Frame
- Wavy Shelf
- Small Writable Marker Holder
- Large Writable Marker Holder
- Mounting Plate for Salt & Pepper Power Center
- Task Light
- Single Monitor Arm
- Dual Monitor Arm

ACCESSORIES FOR SCREEN RAIL
- Utility Cup
- Clock
- Picture Frame
- Name Plate
- Wavy Shelf
- File Organizer

OPTIONS
Reference the price list for the complete offering of material options. Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be viewed and ordered at kimball.com.

WOODGRAIN: VENEER, TFL, HPL & EDGEBAND
- Plywood
- Monterey
- Tucson
- Midtown Walnut
- Orrwood
- Canyon

SOLID: TFL, HPL & EDGEBAND
- Designer White
- Whitewash
- Cloud
- Storm
- Graphite
- Cinder

BASE PAINT
METALLIC PAINT
- Platinum Metallic
- Silver Pearl
- Satin Bronze Metallic
- Patina Metallic
- Taupe Metallic
- Carbon Metallic

COMPLEMENTING PAINT & FELT
- Tango Red Paint & Felt
- Apricot Orange Paint & Felt
- Golden Rod Paint & Felt
- Spinach Green Paint & Felt
- Cloud Blue Paint & Felt

- Dark Blue Paint & Felt
- Wallaby Paint
- Environmental Grey Paint
- Graphite Paint

Additional options available
Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be viewed and ordered at kimball.com.

COMPLEMENTING PAINT & FELT
- Spinach Green Paint & Felt
- Graphite Paint
- Environmental Grey Paint
- Graphite Paint

Additional options available
Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be viewed and ordered at kimball.com.
CANOPY®

Designed by Primo Orpilla